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About this research paper
Commissioned by Jupiter and written by CoreData Research, this study includes primary
research of over 154 wealth managers in the UK representing assets under management
of more than £1.4trn. It explores a range of issues facing this financial distribution market.
The report covers a raft of topics ranging from sentiment towards a number of sectors
comprising the FTSE All-Share Index, as well as appetite to invest in different assets classes.
It also canvasses opinion about specific issues currently affecting the UK, such as the decision
to exit the European Union (EU), the outlook for dividend returns and the potential growth
of value investing.
In August 2016, CoreData Research surveyed 154 discretionary fund managers (DFM),
wealth managers and high-end independent financial advisers (IFA) (measured by total
client assets managed). These groups represented the following in terms of their firm’s
assets under management:
n 39% with less than £999m of assets under management
n 7% with between £1bn and £5bn
n 10% with between £5bn and £10bn
n 21% with between £10bn and £25bn
n 15% with between £25bn and £50bn
n 7% with between £50bn and £75bn
n 1% with over £75bn
Approximately 90% of the interviews were conducted online with 10% conducted over the
phone or through face-to-face interviews to provide qualitative feedback.

This report is distributed by Jupiter Asset Management Limited which commissioned CoreData
Research Ltd. to conduct independent primary research in accordance with the MRS Code of
JUPITERAM.COM
Conduct and the ICC/ESOMAR
International Code of Marketing and Social Research Practice.

ACTIVE FUND MANAGEMENT

Any views expressed or findings are those of CoreData Research, not Jupiter.
This report is for information purposes only and is not investment advice. Market and
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exchange rate movements
can cause the value of an investment to fall as well as rise,
and you may get back less than originally invested.
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Introduction
The UK economy is nervous, jittery and
fuelled by anxiety as it looks for stability
following the decision to leave the EU.
Although the decision was made on June 23,
Brexit is very much an on-going event, which
will most likely cast a cloud over the political
and economic landscape in the UK for many
years to come. Short-term falls in major
equity indices, such as the FTSE 100 and the
FTSE 250, have largely recovered since. The
plunge in the value of the pound to 31-year
lows has made UK goods more competitive
on the global market by allowing exports to
grow. However, uncertainty and volatility
remain prominent.
Industry bodies have been quick to highlight
the impending doom Brexit has already
brought about, with numerous downgrades
to the UK’s economic output. In July, the
International Monetary Fund lowered its
forecast for the UK economy in 2017, saying
it now expects the UK economy to grow by
1.3% next year1. This is 0.9 percentage points
lower than the estimate made in the World
Economic Outlook (WEO) released in April.
In its latest UK Economic Outlook,

PriceWaterhouseCoopers also pointed to an
expected slowdown in real GDP growth,
citing figures of 1.6% in 2016 and 0.6% in 2017
with consumer spending growth set to half
from 2.5% to 1.3% in the next 12 months2.
A rise in consumer spending helped the UK
economy power through in the months
running up to the EU referendum. The Office
for National Statistics confirmed a previous
estimate that GDP growth picked up to 0.6%
in the second quarter of 2016, from 0.4% in
the first quarter.

No Brexit Armageddon - yet
However, the Brexit-triggered Armageddon
scenario envisaged by some has not come to
fruition and, in some cases; there have been
bounce backs, such as the recovery of the
purchasing managers’ index in August. The
UK services sector also generated resilient
returns in August moving above the 50-point
mark that separates contraction and growth,
standing at 52.9. The index had slumped to a
seven-year low of 47.4 in July as investors
processed the impact of Brexit3.

JUPITERAM.COM

Brand UK under pressure
However positive these performance figures
may be, wealth managers recognise they
must be taken with a pinch of salt and brand
UK is still very much under pressure. The
feigned war with Europe is set to conclude
early next year when Article 50 is activated.
The UK will then be in a state of purgatory as
it seeks to negotiate the best deal it can
ahead of its exit from the EU – something its
peers at the negotiating table are unlikely to
make straightforward. This exit, and the trade
deals the UK subsequently negotiates, is the
key to whether the decision will go down in
history as a mistake, which could ultimately
lead to a decline in business investment,
particularly from overseas in areas like
commercial property. The economic outlook
for the UK is both turbulent and
unprecedented. Wealth managers feel
domestic markets are set for continued high
levels of volatility, regardless of the outcome
in the next couple of years.

ACTIVE FUND MANAGEMENT

¹https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2016/07/18/18/11/NA07192016-IMF-Cuts-Global-Growth-Forecasts-on-Brexit-Warns-of-Risks-to-Outlook
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2
http://www.pwc.co.uk/services/economics-policy/insights/uk-economic-outlook.html
3
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/sep/05/uk-services-sector-brexit-rebounds-pmi-eu-referendum
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The Jupiter Wealth Manager Index
The Jupiter Wealth Management Index
(JWMI) is a sentiment tracker of the UK
wealth manager community based on
research conducted by CoreData in
August 2016.
The JWMI captures the outlook, attitudes
and perspectives of the market and
aggregated opinion by rolling-up the
collective views wealth managers have
towards 10 key FTSE sectors, manifested
into a single and easy to digest rating.
The sentiment index is illustrated via a simple
score card to show the general sentiment of
UK wealth managers.
The score can span extreme negative
sentiment (-20) to extreme positive
sentiment (+20). For this to happen however
would require all wealth managers to be in
complete (and extreme) agreement across
all sectors.

In reality “wealth managers” tend to be
bullish in a handful of individual sectors and
bearish on others, thus the score on the
JWMI is likely to oscillate somewhere
between the low second quartile and the
high third quartile over time.
Today, wealth managers in the UK are
mutedly positive on their outlook for the
domestic market in the second half of 2016.
The JWMI is a single numerical score
calculated from the arithmetic average of all
UK sector sentiment scores. For the second
half of 2016, this score is 3, an outlook rating
score slightly above neutral, and just ahead
of the 2 scored in the first half of this year.
This suggests weak positive sentiment
among UK wealth managers. On average,
wealth managers expected muted returns
across all 10 sectors surveyed in the second
half of 2016.

3

The Score Card

-20

Extremely
negative sentiment
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2

20

Extremely
positive sentiment

16 to 20

Extremely positive sentiment

12 to 16

Very strong positive sentiment

8 to 12

Strong positive sentiment

4 to 8

Medium positive sentiment

0 to 4

Weak positive sentiment

-4 to 0

Weak negative sentiment

-4 to -8

Medium negative sentiment

-8 to -12

Strong negative sentiment

-12 to -16

Very strong negative sentiment

-16 to -20

Extremely negative sentiment
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Wealth manager UK sector outlook
UK wealth managers have mixed views on
the outlook for different investment sectors.
In some sectors, there is consensus, while in
others, the outlook is very broad, spanning
from deep pessimism to strong optimism.
The chart below shows the sentiment of
wealth managers towards various sectors in
the UK with sentiment measured on a scale
where +5 indicates significant positive return
expectation and -5 indicates a significant
negative returns outlook.
The orange line reflects the range in
sentiment score for that sector, while the

blue bar outlines the first to third quartile
distribution, i.e. how close to the average
50% of wealth managers reside.
For example, within the telecoms sector the
clustering (consensus) is extremely tight, with
a bias towards positive returns for the
remainder of 2016. Other areas have a wider
spread of views, such as financials or
consumer services; see the spectrum pulled
to the left and right (the orange line) with
the blue bar showing the range of answers
for 50% of wealth managers who sit closest
to the median within each sector.

Wave 2

Technology

1.0

1.4

0.4

Healthcare

1.2

1.2

0.0

Telecoms

1.0

0.8

-0.2

Industrials

-0.3

0.6

0.9

Utilities

0.5

0.5

0.0

Consumer Services

1.2

0.5

-0.7

Consumer Goods

1.2

0.4

-0.8

-0.0

0.3

0.3

-1.1

0.3

1.4

-0.8

0.1

0.9

Oil and Gas
Basic Materials

1.2
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Wealth managers believe the aftermath of
Brexit will most likely hit consumers hard
with the biggest falls in sentiment shown
in the services and goods sectors. Wealth
managers also say the technology and
healthcare sectors are the most likely to
generate strong returns in the remainder
of 2016.

Wave 1

Financials

‘

As this is the second edition of the
sentiment report, we can also see how
wealth managers’ views have changed in
the past six months, with sentiment
increases and decreases shown on the
right hand side.

Mean

Range
Min to Max

- +
1st Q 3rd Q

Change in score

I expect negative GDP figures to come into play late 2016, early 2017. Consumer
spending will come under pressure as we import higher inflation. Financials will
JUPITERAM.COM
underperform,
as BoE measures will have a negative impact on their balance sheets.
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The confusion and uncertainty in markets
following the Brexit decision is reflected
strongly in this index. While wealth managers
believe, in aggregate, that all 10 sectors will
make gains by the end of this year, it is only
the technology, healthcare and telecoms
sectors that see wealth managers almost
unanimous in their positive outlook. The
remaining sectors have almost as many
detractors, who believe there will be
negative returns, as they do supporters.
The consumer sector best reflects this
polarisation of views, as concerns about

‘

4
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impending recession and joblessness
have made them nervous.
PriceWaterhouseCoopers expects
consumer spending to halve from
2.5% in 2016 to 1.3% in 2017 as real
income growth is squeezed4.
The technology sector continues to grow in
strength, despite high valuations while the
healthcare sector also has support with
many experts predicting a resolution in the
US election potentially acting as a huge
catalyst for healthcare stocks in the
long-term, regardless of its outcome.

At the start of 2016, the price of oil fell to its
lowest level in nearly 13 years, due to a
production glut and is still far below the $110
a barrel price hit just two years ago.
However, a rise from a low of $35 dollars a
barrel to almost $50 has served to bolster
confidence among wealth managers in the
sector as major oil producing countries seek
to stabilise the market.
Financials continue to confuse wealth
managers with a mix of views on whether
the sector presents an opportunity or
remains a threat.

Although concerns about GDP collapsing and job losses going
through the roof have not transpired there remains a lack of
confidence among consumers about what will actually happen
post-Brexit and that has hit confidence hard.
DFM managing over £500m of assets
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Brexit leads concerns
While Brexit leads the list of threats to the UK economy, wealth managers believe global events
are likely to have the second biggest impact on the UK economy in the remainder of 2016.

In July, the Bank of England’s Financial Policy
Committee cited the global economy and
fragile markets as two of the five biggest
risks facing the UK economy – the others
being household indebtedness, commercial
property and current account deficits5.
The decision to leave the EU has also had a
significant impact on the European bloc,
while a strong dollar could create challenges
for emerging markets. Global growth is also
a concern, something which again is tied
strongly to the Leave vote. Speaking in July

2016, International Monetary Fund chief
economist and Counsellor Maurice Obstfield
said Brexit had “thrown a spanner in the
works” as the group dropped its global
forecast for 2017 by 0.1% to 3.4% but added
the forecast would have risen were it not
for Brexit6.
The results indicate wealth managers also
believe deflation/inflation, current account
deficit and low productivity are real threats
to the economy.

Q. Please select the three biggest threats to the UK economy for the remainder of 2016

Brexit

61%

Weak global growth in GDP

60%

Geopolitical instability

46%

Deflation/Inflation

28%

Current account deficit

23%

Low productivity growth

22%

Interest rates

15%

House prices

11%

UK Wages/employment

9%

Unbalanced growth in a particular sector

7%

Commodity prices

7%

Other

3%
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6
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Prioritising risk over return
Despite avoiding the Armageddon scenario many feared, in the post-Brexit environment wealth managers
remain distinctly cautious about the outlook for the UK economy.

This uncertainty has resulted in many placing
a greater focus on risk and volatility as the
foundation of their portfolios in the next 12
months. These preferences are largely
unchanged from the previous sentiment
report. This indicates the preference for risk

management over return is not tied to a
single market event, in this case the decision
to exit the EU. Rather, the greater need for
mitigating risk and for income within
portfolios points to some of the more
recent pressures affecting wealth managers.

Q. Please rank the following considerations in order of importance when investing in the remainder of 2016

09
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Risk

81%

Volatility

59%

Protection

54%

Income

47%

Growth

43%

Fees

15%
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Wealth managers uncertain on
FTSE outlook
Having seen the FTSE 100 quickly recover £85bn in share value following the post-Brexit drop, wealth
managers tell us they expect little or no change in the blue-chip index in the remainder of 2016.

This is largely because a number of
multinational companies are influenced by
wider global trends. Wealth managers do
acknowledge the outlook for the FTSE is, to
a degree, underpinned by low interest rates,
quantitative easing and a weaker pound
continuing to buoy exports.

The outlook of wealth managers for the
more domestically-focused FTSE 250 is more
polarised. This reflects the overheads which
continue to impact the UK economy, with
market data likely to have a significant
influence on this index.

Q. How do you expect the FTSE 100 and FTSE 250 to perform in the remainder of 2016?

FTSE 100

FTSE 250

Increase by more than 20%
Increase by 20%
Increase by 15%

0%
0%
1%

Increase by more than 20%
Increase by 20%
Increase by 15%

8%

Increase by 10%

40%
27%

No Change

19%

Decrease by 5%
Decrease by 15%
Decrease by 20%
Decrease by more than 20%

‘
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27%

Increase by 10%

Increase by 5%

5%

Decrease by 10%

0%
1%
2%
31%

Increase by 5%

14%
16%

No Change
Decrease by 5%

9%

Decrease by 10%

0%
0%
0%

Decrease by 15%
Decrease by 20%
Decrease by more than 20%

0%
0%
0%

FTSE 100 companies should remain buoyant but the mid-cap sector is under significant
JUPITERAM.COM
pressure. Brexit
issues are not understood and are at the very least underestimated.
This is reflected in markets and will continue to be as all roads lead to Article 50.
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Active management is essential
in current environment
Wealth managers believe active management is essential in the current environment

Despite passive investing, or indexing, gaining
more acceptance in the past few years,
wealth managers continue to have a strong
appetite for active investing and believe it is
an essential tool to tackle the uncertainty
and fragility in current markets. Wealth
managers rely on the ability of experienced
active managers, aware of active managers’
ability to think independently of markets in
terms of positions, sectors and industry
weightings. They (wealth managers)
Not
Notconfident
confident
Neutral
Confident
also
appreciate Neutral
the
ability activeConfident
managers
have to seek valuation opportunities
beyond traditional indexes, particularly in
difficult markets.

2%
2% 57%
57% 41%
41%

‘
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14%
14%

6%
6%

Agree
Agree

80%
80%

Neutral
Neutral
Disagree
Disagree

Equities as a whole look overvalued relative to earnings. However, at sector and company level,
some are grossly overpriced and some unfairly undervalued. It is therefore important to employ a
manager who is able to find good quality companies which can be bought at the right price based
on current and forecasted earnings and avoid falling into value traps.
Wealth manager managing between £25m-£50m of assets
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Income hopes and concerns
How confident are you in achieving your clients' income goals in the
remainder of 2016?

While concerns about the US Federal
Reserve continuing to raise interest rates,
the oil price and the ripple effect of a
slowdown in China have abated to some
degree, the impact of Brexit and the
uncertainty surrounding it means there are
challenges for all dividend-paying
companies in the UK, regardless of market
capitalisation. In the short-term, however
the devaluation of sterling that followed
the Leave decision as investors fled the UK
means dividends declared in dollars and
euros have generated more in pounds.
The strong performance of the UK
economy has, to some degree, been
shrouded by Brexit, making the outcome
for dividend paying firms confusing. What
is clear is the risk of dividend cuts has risen.
For seven of the top 10 UK dividend paying
companies, the market estimates 2016’s

cash flow of dividend to be below that of
2015; the concentration in dividend paying
companies is highlighted by the fact that 43%
of 2016 dividends is expected to come from
these 10 stocks7.
While several of the mega companies in the
FTSE 100 are faced with challenges in
sustaining their dividends courtesy of the
likes of oil prices and the China slowdown,
smaller and mid-sized income stocks also face
uncertainty given the impact Brexit may have
on these more domestically focused stocks.
Wealth managers are cautiously optimistic
about meeting their income goals; this is
supported by the Capita UK Dividend
Monitor, which upgraded its dividend forecast
for 2016 by 3.8% in July, to £82.5bn. Capita
says this improvement is down to the
additional windfall from special dividends.

2%

Not confident

‘

Client’s income goals remain
high and relatively unrealistic
in the current world of low
interest rates we live in.
I believe dividends will be
maintained and I can probably
agree an achieved target.
However, it is often the case
that a client’s expectation of
what a diversified portfolio
can produce in yield is
different to the reality.

14%

Wealth manager managing
between £50m-£100m of assets

57% 41%
Neutral

8

Confident
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UK sectors that will produce the strongest dividend returns in the remainder of 2016

Every sector, with the exception of basic
materials saw rising dividend payouts in
the second quarter of 2016 but with almost
all of these payouts coming prior to the
referendum decision, the outlook for
dividends in the future is unlikely to be
as clear8.
This lack of clarity means wealth managers
are placing greater faith in the likes of the
utilities and telecoms sectors in the hope
their defensive nature may insulate them
from a number of these economic concerns.

sentiment or cyclicality, is also popular.
Despite being the biggest dividend payer in
the second quarter, wealth managers are still
wary of the financial sector. This sector
arguably, showed its robustness when a series
of special dividend payouts countered the
cancellation of Standard Chartered’s £900m
dividend and a cut in dividend from Barclays9.
There is no confidence in basic materials as
dividends from miners continued to be
slashed heavily since 2015.

The healthcare sector, which is largely driven
by demographics rather than market

Utilities

59%
48%

Healthcare
Telecoms

43%

Oil & Gas

37%

Financials

36%

Technology

18%

Consumer

17%

Consumer Goods

12%

Industrials

12%

Basic Materials

6%
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Brexit pressures set to push wealth managers towards global
equity income

The lack of certainty around dividend
payments in the UK is pushing wealth
managers towards diversifying overseas;
this is despite less than a third of them
believing there will be a significant decline
in UK dividends in the next 12 months.

many of these companies means more are
now looking overseas, rather than investing
in UK equity income funds with a small or
mid-sized focus, an alternative that divides
opinion. This view may be exacerbated by
the potential exit from the EU, which the
majority of wealth managers believe will
have a negative impact on dividend
payments in the UK. Should this be the
case, it is likely to have a greater impact on
smaller, domestically focused, incomepaying companies.

In fact, this is already happening as 10 FTSE
100 companies cut their dividend in 2015,
amounting to a loss of £4.5bn of income
for investors. Barclays, Rio Tinto, RollsRoyce and BHP Billiton have also cut
dividends in 2016.

Wealth managers are also looking to
alternative asset classes like property,
investment trusts, and private equity
to help generate return, at a cost of
increased risk.

Wealth managers seem to prefer the
security traditional large-cap dividend
paying companies in the UK can provide.
However, the threat of dividend cuts from

Wealth manager managing
between £25m-£50m of assets

69%

80%

20%

80%
20%
80%
20%
45% 20%
55%
31%
69%80%
31% 69%
69%80%
20%
31%
31%
69%

47%

53%

in traditional
UK large
cap55%
dividend payments 53%
in the UK
70%
30%
45%
47%
45% 20%
55%47%
47%
53%
45%
55%
53%
80%
45%
55%
47%
53%
dividend-paying companies

29%

71%

There will be a significant decline in
UK dividends in the next 12 months

69%

‘

Achieving a sensible income
yield of around 3% per annum
after charges is becoming
increasingly hard without
exposing clients to higher levels
of risk. Clients want income, but
not the risk, striking this happy
balance is going to become
more and more difficult
and diversification
will come into play.

I will increase my investment in UK
funds with exposure to small and
mid-sized dividend paying companies in
the next 12 months

I will allocate outside the UK to
invest in income funds in the
next 12 months

I feel more comfortable investing

31%

I am confident the banking sector will
increase dividend payments in the
remainder of 2016

Brexit will have a positive impact on

55%

70%
30%29%
70% 53%
30%29%
70%
30%
47%
70%
30%
29% 71%
71%
29%
71%
71%

30%

29%

Agree

Disagree

71%
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Growth vs. Value
Value set to outperform growth in the next three years?

Weak global growth and continued
volatility has led to a move towards
defensive shares. However, as these shares
become more expensive there is an
argument for a shift to value orientated
shares and funds. Value investing has been
out of fashion for at least a decade as
growth has forged ahead. However, wealth
managers feel this may be about to change
as paying for growth at any price is not in
the interests of their clients.
A proportion of wealth managers are
already re-allocating their client portfolios
toward value investing with this number set
to increase in the next three to five years.
This suggests many believe value investing
will gather momentum and outperform
growth in the medium term.

31%

50%

31%
38%
The remainder of 2016

43%

14%
The next year

43%

17%
The next three years

42%

19%
The next five years

39%

33%

Yes

‘

No

Uncertain

Growth Investing is becoming more difficult; maintaining income
is not going to be as easy, due to that being the main objective of
many investors. Value investing could be perceived as where to go
next as there are likely to be a number of big opportunities for a
style of investing which struggled in 2015.
Wealth manager managing between £25m-£50m of assets

Q. Are you tilting elements of your clients’ portfolios more towards value?

37%

21%

JUPITERAM.COM
Yes, I have already started
this
Not yet, but I am now actively
re-allocation
considering doing so
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38%

4%

No, but it is something I'm
open-minded about and I will
monitor the situation

No, because I feel confident that
growth will continue to outperform
value for the forseeable future
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Perception of value stocks

A significant portion of wealth managers
believe the market is moving in the direction
of value investing as the backdrop of a
difficult year in 2015 continues to see a
number of value stocks under-priced
compared to quality stocks.

The belief is that value stocks can offer a better
alternative in the longer-term and are essentially
a defensive allocation. This, in turn may offer
insulation in what is likely to be a volatile climate
in the wake of the Brexit vote. The need for
income also remains an important aspect of
value investing.

74%

UK value stocks are currently under-priced in comparison to
quality stocks.

73%

I have an allocation to ‘value’ because I believe that over the very
long-term it will outperform other styles.

72%

I use ‘value’ funds as a defensive allocation, as low-valued stocks in
theory are less likely to experience sharp declines in a market slump

71%

I allocate ‘value’ funds tactically when I feel as though external
factors will lead the market to reappraise cheap stocks.

67%

An income component is an important part of ‘value’ investing
for me.
Adopting a bottom-up approach to investing is preferable to a
top-down approach.
I don’t think in terms of ‘value’ or ‘growth’ when selecting funds
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49%
36%
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Conclusion
The decision to leave the EU has clouded the
long-term outlook for wealth managers as they
seek to discover its actual impact on the UK
economy. Although markets have held up well
in the aftermath of the Leave vote some
wealth managers believe the end game may
be detrimental to the UK economy.
This second instalment of the Jupiter Wealth
Management Index reveals wealth managers are
confident in the short-term ability of the UK
economy to adjust but many expect the
long-term outlook will prove to be difficult.
Although Brexit leads the charge, wealth
managers acknowledge they face numerous
other challenges, ranging from weak global
growth and geopolitical instability to inflation/
deflation, current account deficits and low
productivity. As a result, wealth managers are
looking to prioritise risk over return in their client
portfolios. They are also increasingly seeking to
diversify to meet client demands.

These pressures are highlighted by the on-going
concerns wealth managers have in meeting
clients’ income goals. Wealth managers tell us
Brexit will significantly affect the outlook for
UK dividends with the majority looking to
increase their exposure to overseas income
products to counteract any shortfall in meeting
this income challenge.
In spite of the decision to leave the EU, wealth
managers believe the UK’s leading investment
sectors will remain resilient in the remainder of
2016. The technology and healthcare sectors
inspire the greatest confidence in wealth
managers to produce positive returns; however,
there is less confidence in the consumer-centric
sectors, while the financial sector continues to
polarise opinion.

managers expect to find themselves in the midst
of volatility and uncertainty. Many believe value
investing will be the most attractive investment
style in the next three years as the story of
paying for growth at any price ends.
Wealth managers strongly feel the difficulties
seen in the current market play into the hands
of active management. They remain firm
advocates of the role active investing plays in
navigating this difficult environment. Whether it
be seeking to reduce risk in a client’s portfolio,
searching for growth or providing a steady
income, wealth managers say identifying
managers who can consistently perform and
find opportunities in difficult markets will be key
to their success.

According to the JWMI, wealth managers believe
markets are set for a period of stability in the
next six months as Brexit negotiations begin.
However, once this period ends, wealth

JUPITERAM.COM

ON THE PLANET TO PERFORM
This independent research,
which is copyright Jupiter Asset Management Limited has been commissioned through CoreData
Research Ltd. in accordance with the MRS code of conduct.
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Contact us
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require more information or would like more information about our range of unit trusts
please visit jupiteram.com
Or contact the Sales Team on 020 3817 1063
Email: intermediary-sales-support@jupiteram.com
For your security we may record or randomly monitor all telephone calls.

Important information:
This document is for informational purposes only and is not investment advice. Market and exchange rate movements can cause the value of an
investment to fall as well as rise, and you may get back less than originally invested.
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of any information provided but no assurances or warranties are given.
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